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The ZA Learning Collaborative
We bring together the best hearts and
minds in Education to:
Connect with like-minded peers
Share Resources & Wisdom
Facilitate Collaboration
In a fun and social environment,
"On Demand" (when you need it)
"It's like a new Facebook, but
exclusively for Teacher Development!"

Why?
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To build a stronger culture of continuous
improvement in SA Education. (Development
shouldn't happen only once a term)
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To improve the quality of teaching and
learning in SA.
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To empower existing organisations with
worthwhile causes, by leveraging the power
of collaborative digital communities.
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And help narrow the digital divide along
the way.

100% Free

Driven by teachers, for teachers.
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How it started?

12 000+

Teachers signed up on
WhatsApp & Telegram, following
lock-down.
___
Sharing Resources across 15
different groups.
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Now, we're bringing all the Groups together into 1
place, on an amazing tool named Mighty Networks
It's like a new Facebook, focused only on the Professional
Development of Teachers & School Leaders!

Well-established &
easy to use tool.

Made for Community
Management!

Highly Personalized
Content Feeds
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Causes Already Supported
Principals Academy (More info below)
Literacy (See Group, run by Litasa)
Diversity, Equity & Inclusion (Group)
Back to School with Covid (Topic)
Low Cost Digital Learning (Topic)
Tips & Tools for Teaching Online (Topic)
SACE CPTD Support (Group)
DG Murray Zero Dropout Campaign (Secret
Group for now)
DG Murray Teacher CAN Initiative (Secret
Group for now)
Subject Groups as Well (Select examples)
ECD Teachers | Senior Phase Mathematics |
School Leaders | English - Foundation Phase

Why is this important?
(Cross-pollination!)
A Principal might for example join the wider
Network specifically for a (private)
provincial SA Principals Association Group,
but then find amazing value in the "Back to
school with Covid" Group, which she chose to
join as well.
Your content feed is personalized content feed
based on which Groups you choose to join. This
means you can access the entire network at any
time (by visiting a particular group), but
don't have to wade through the noise to find
what you're after.

Time for a quick
look at the platform.
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An illustrative example
of what
"A week in the life" of
the School Leaders
Group might look like:

Mon Morning:
Leadership concept for the week.
(Article)(Rhodes U Leadership program)
Wed Evening
Covid Strategies disccussion (SA
Principals Assocation, + DBE input)
Thu Afternoon
Office Hours #1 (Open Discussions)
(Makhanda Principals Forum)
Fri Morning
Reflection question. (Rhodes U)
Fri Afternoon
Office Hours #2 (Principals Acacdemy)
+ Ongoing MCQ Polls/voting for
feedback and input from Principals
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An illustrative example
of what
"A week in the life" of
the Maths Teachers
Group might look like:

Mon Morning:
Siyavula Questions For the Week
Mon Morning
Paper Video Section Explainer Video
Wed Morning
Living Maths Activity goes up
(Bringing the theory to life)
Thu Afternoon
Office Hours Discussion (Focus TBC)
(Perhaps a "How do you teach X ..."
session)
Thu Afternoon
Call out for sharing of slides,
worksheets & past papers for next
week's CAPS topic.
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The Call To
Action

Obvious Sign Ups
1. School Leaders Sign Up Here
2. Maths Teachers Sign Up Here:
a. FET Maths (Gr 10-12)
b. Senior Phase Maths (Gr 7-9)
Bring new magic into the world?
1. Start a SAESC Group on the
platform?
2. Start a Group for professional
development at your school?
3. Get in and help drive forward a
particular subject, or a cause
you care about!

How best could an active digital
community support your work?
10 min: Individually, compile an
ordered list of the top 5 ways we
could support your work.
Please email your top 5
10 min: Group sharing. Take turns
list to antselley@gmail.com
sharing 2 ideas at a time.
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Reflection Session
(Ideation & Feedback)
^ VERY helpful feedback

Some Prompting questions
What are your biggest projects at
the moment?
What are the biggest challenges
you're facing? What's sucking up
the most time?
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Click Here To Check
Out The Platform
Contact Ant Selley with any questions
antselley@gmail.com

Always free for teachers!
Sharing: bit.ly/zalearn

